A__2 Architects

A diverse architecture practise,
working around 2 pillars.
Residential & commercial spaces,
creating narratives tailored to
client’s needs. That make us feel
better Architects.
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Based in Athens since 2008, we’re a diverse team of
Architects with a wide ranging portfolio, delivering
pretty residences and functional commercial space.

Our clients

A2 Architects have a wide range
of collaborations with well-known
established companies.
Our office is distinguished for its
quality, completeness and construction detail, while technical
and financial compliance to the
customers are our top priorities.

Our Design Method

CONCEPT DESIGN

We understand
the significant
role of detailed
design.

Good design starts
with the content.
Our concept design
is our main strength.
Our passion is to
translate our main
idea into space.

BRAINSTORMING

We affinity to
construction
detailing.
Our design
philosophy follows
clients’ vision.
We have ideas
that follow their
needs and incorporate our design thinking and
aesthetics.

DETAILING

A__2 meets Germanos

A__2 meets Sony

The great success of “Germanos” stores was always to associate the identity of the company
with the customer needs. Inspired by this, our
proposal attempts to accomodate this relationship. With respect to the existing character of
Germanos stores, we develop a new concept, by
creating a homey and friendly environment. Customers can find high-tech products while interacting in a relaxed environment.

Since 2007, A2 Architects collaborate successfully with SONY Company, and design SONY Centers, shop-in-shop and furniture, within Greece
and Cyprus.

Collaboration since 2017

Collaboration since 2007

A__2 meets Hammam
Baths

A__2 meets KEP

“Hammam Baths” is a well known team, who decided to revive the authentic hammam experience in Greece. As a follow up to the success of
the first hammam in Athens, the team, decided
to expand in Thessaloniki, in the newly renovated hotel of “Macedonia Palace”. The design combines two fundamental needs of the client - a
simple yet sophisticated space, with respect to
the original traditional oriental baths. Our design proposal focused on a space with unique atmosphere and special services.

KEP offices were founded in 2002, providing secretarial support to the citizens. We attempted to
address two key issues: the relationship of citizens and public services and the relationship of
public servants with their working environment.
The configuration of the space was based on
the creation of functional and pleasant working
spaces in the right proportions, in an environment with distinct functions.

Collaboration since 2010

Collaboration since 2018

A__2 meets Wind

A__2 meets Pollfish

A collaboration with one of the largest mobile
operators in Greece, for remodeling the WIND
stores throughout Greece. Our goal was to establish a trusted relationship between the company and its clients, providing a better customer
experience.

Our inspiration is driven by the pollfish identity
which is the simplicity of a non-hierarchical structure. In the total area of 300 m2, we designed
spacious offices, to promote the spirit of collaboration among employees. Smaller offices are to
provide privacy when needed and a flexible space
in-between ideal for work breaks.

Collaboration since 2013

Collaboration since 2015

A__2 meets EPSON

A__2 meets Dasplay

Epson is a innovative digital printing company.
With the first printer being released in 1968, Epson was established as a leading company in digital printing. Our collaboration began with the
furnishing of their retail shops, and went on with
the implementation of their pavillion for Posidonia Expo.

In a digital age, Dasplay is constantly improving products and services based on the display
needs, incorporating advanced safety standards
and user friendly features. In 2014 we design the
stand for the EuroShop Retail Trade Fair, in Dusseldorf.

Collaboration since 2017

Collaboration since 2014

A__2 meets OPAP

A__2 meets Intralot

OPAP is the leading gaming company in Greece
and one of the most renowned in this industry
worldwide. We have designed over a hundred
stores since now, implementing the technical design report and two concept stores.

Intralot is a Greek based company, that transforms field experience from gaming operations
into intelligent solutions so as to meet customer
needs in the digital era and create value for all
stakeholders in sustainable ways. We have designed several pavillions for international expos
and the exhibition space of the head office promoting the innovative philosophy of the company.

Collaboration since 2016

Collaboration since 2014

A__2 meets CARE4BAG

A__2 meets Onexchange

Care4bag is a company, which offers baggage
wrapping, storage and courier services in the Airport. We designed spaces that stand out, to be
easily recognized by the travellers, providing help
and the necessary equipment for wrapping and
storing their baggages.

Onexchange was founded in 1993 and is the largest non-banking institution licensed by the Bank
of Greece for the provision of foreign exchange
services. They have created an extensive network
of retail bureaux around the country. We have realized several retail bureaux in airports all around
Greece and Cyprus, complying with the strict airport regulations .

Collaboration since 2013

Collaboration since 2012

A__2 meets B/S/H

A__2 meets Admiral

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH is one of the world’s leading companies in the sector and the largest home
appliance manufacturer in Europe. We have an
extensive collaboration with the company, designing the showroom and exhibitions stands.

Admiral is one of the biggest sportwear company
in Greece, with more than 135 retail shops. Our
initiative is to redesign the retail shops creating
a cohesive identity for the company.

Collaboration since 2015

Collaboration since 2018

A__2 meets Semeli
Wines

A__2 meets
TOSHIBA- Carrier

Semeli is a leading Greek winery and of the country’s most significant wine-related developments.
We have designed an expo pavillion for the company, promoting the philosophy and sophistication of the special products of the winery.

With the advent of Toshiba Carrier Corporation,
two great enterprises joined forces to deliver a
wide range of air conditioning solutions with the
leading technology. We were assigned the design
of the new concept store for the company and
design new exhibition stands.

Collaboration since 2015

Collaboration since 2016

A__2 meets Iatriki
Dionisou

A__2 meets Cryogonia

Iatriki Dionysou was founded in 2015, offering
high level medical services in the North Attiki
area. The company incorporates state-of-theart pactices and medical equipment. The design
proposal is aiming at meeting the high standards
of a contemporary clinic.

Cryogonia is a cryopreservation bank founded in
2012. We were asked to design the new offices
of the clinic. Our proposal was holistic, including
the design of the technical spaces of the clinic, as
well as the waiting rooms and the reception desk,
offering a friendly and trustful environment.

Collaboration since 2016

Collaboration since 2017

A work of architecture should
cause 2 emotions. Anticipation
& trust, thanks to evolutionary
Architects.

Get in touch

+30 210 88 36 994
info@a2architects.gr
8 Alexandras Ave. 10682, Athens

